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SUPERLOCAL – UWOT model

This study describes a simulation-based modeling framework for the complete urban water system of
SUPERLOCAL using the Urban Water Optioneering Tool (UWOT), available through Watershare. This
framework is used for a series of watercycle simulations, forced by historical daily rainfall data, to explore
the impact of different intervention options in various aspects of the urban water cycle and evaluate
different design options, either in household appliances or in the design of rainwater harvesting (RWH) and
greywater recycling (GWR) units. Insight on all aspects of the urban water cycle can be obtained by
analyzing simulation results, since UWOT is able to model all urban water stream types, including drinking
water, wastewater and stormwater/runoff. An evaluation of these aspects is performed, along with a
quantification of the beneficial effects different interventions bring to the urban water cycle (reduced water
use, lower black wastewater, higher water reuse and retained runoff). A number of relevant, indicative Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) are included in the analysis and aim at highlighting different quantitative
aspects, such as reduction in household water use, dependence on external centralized networks, annual
and event-based runoff reduction and system and component reliability.
Three topologies are constructed that reflect different technological realities of the water system: the first
case (BAU) represents a conventional neighborhood with similar characteristics to SUPERLOCAL, where no
water-aware technologies are applied. Two water-aware intervention options are also modeled: a system
with distinct RWH and GWR systems covering different water uses (SCEN_A), as well as a combined
RWH/GWR system where treated greywater is considered ‘light rainwater’ and is then used to the same
pool that covers most water uses (SCEN_B).
The simulation results show that SUPERLOCAL has the potential of being a smart, autonomous water
neighborhood solution, achieving a reduction of 32.1%-58.2% to household water demand, depending on
the appliance technologies used at each household type. Moreover, it will lessen the dependence to drinking
water provided by centralised services to at most ¼ of the water requested in a conventional neighbourhood.
Significant runoff reductions are to be expected as well, amounting to approx. 60% for the split RWH|GWR
system (SCEN_A) and 32% for the combined RWH+GWR scheme (SCEN_B), when compared to the case
without any RWH scheme (BAU). Moreover, the results indicate a tradeoff between system autonomy on
water reuse and rainwater retention/runoff reduction that is evident when the two solutions (SCEN_A and
SCEN_B) are compared. Split systems with distinct RW|GW streams, such as the one seen in SCEN_A, are
more efficient in keeping runoff locally but are less efficient at providing a constant stream of reused water;
they have been also found more sensitive, in terms of their water reuse efficiency, to dry spells. Combined
systems, such as the one seen in SCEN_B, are more consistent in their water reuse and thus autonomy from
central networks, but offer less available storage for high-intensity events and reduced climate-proofing
capability. To achieve equal performance in runoff reduction, a larger potable water buffer needs to be
designed for these systems, which translates to larger construction and maintenance project costs.
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The SUPERLOCAL project is a joint venture of four local partners with distinct roles in the urban water cycle,
aiming at closing the water loop in the newly developed area of Parkstad Limburg. In order to shift from
the traditional, linear urban water stream model to a circular, water-wise neighbourhood, the four local
partners (Table 1) are closely collaborating to install, operate and measure a set of distributed technologies
that includes:
•

•
•

•

Installing water-saving household devices that have a reduced footprint and lead to less household
demands. A portfolio of technologies such as vacuum toilets, water-saving showers and
recirculation showers will be demonstrated in different household types.
A rainwater harvesting (RWH) scheme that collects water from household roofs and public
(impervious) areas, purifies it and uses it to cover drinking water (DW) needs.
A greywater recycling (GWR) scheme that collects wastewater (WW) from devices such as the
shower and handbasin, purifies it through a nature-based helophyte filter and redirects it in the
urban water cycle, for instance to be used in certain central uses such as a central laundry unit and
a car wash facility.
The use of food grinders and vacuum toilets that will generated a highly concentrated stream of
black water, which will be directed to a digestion unit that will generate energy, as well as useful
by-products such as fertilizer.

TABLE 1: SUPERLOCAL PROJECT PARTNERS

Organisation

Conventional responsibilities

Decentralized responsibilities (SUPERLOCAL)

Municipality
(Kerkrade)

Rainwater management (incl.
capturing, transport and
discharge), sewage network (in
cities)

Rainwater management (incl. capturing, transport and
storage), public area development in regards rainwater
harvesting, water square and infiltration services
Operations: Vacuum station, sewage system (black and
grey), and rainwater buffers

Drinking water
company (WML)

Water extraction, production
and distribution

Water extraction, production and distribution on a local
scale
Operations: connection between rainwater buffers and
drinking water production (optimisation)

Social housing
corporation
(HEEMwonen)

Installation of household
technologies and inhouse
piping

Installation of household technologies, inhouse piping and
a second (vacuum) sewage system
Operations: Common laundrette, food grinders and car
wash

Waste water
company (WBL)

Sewage transport between
municipalities and WWTP, and
WWTP

Helophyte filter and buffers, and BW digestor
Operations: pruning of helophyte filter, and residues
transport
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The philosophy of SUPERLOCAL is to provide high-quality residential services that at the same time lead
to:
•
•
•

Less water use, which is the consequence of using water-saving technologies at a household level.
A slower runoff response, modified by the capacity of the system to store and absorb water.
An efficient water use policy at the local scale, where water remains locally for a longer time and is
reused. This localization is based on employing neighbourhood-scale recycling, harvesting and
energy & material recovery technologies.
An artist’s impression of the current situation in the neighborhood of SUPERLOCAL is given in Figure 1.
Moreover, Figure 2 depicts the envisioned closed water loop along with its different stream types. The
source in both figures is from the official SUPERLOCAL site (https://www.superlocal.eu/).
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FIGURE 1: ARTIST’S IMPRESSION OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE SUPERLOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD.

FIGURE 2: OVERVIEW OF THE DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES AND URBAN WATER STREAMS CONSIDERED IN SUPERLOCAL.
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Being an in-situ demonstration of innovative, sustainable water technologies, SUPERLOCAL has received
funding from the European LIFE subsidy program and the European Regional Development Fund. With the
focus of LIFE being on nature and biodiversity, efficient resource use and climate change, it is also within
the scope of the project to explore how the demonstrated SUPERLOCAL technologies behave, through their
combined use, to a possible future driven by a changing climate. Another important project aim is
knowledge sharing, dissemination and replication; in pursue of this, the Flemish Watergroep is also a
participant of the project with a smaller replication pilot in West Flanders.
The idea of SUPERLOCAL was initiated in 2014, as part of setting a new vision for the neighbourhood after
the demolition of an existing block of flats. During the years 2017 and 2018, European funding was secured,
through the Urban Innovative Actions fund (4.7 M€), as well as through LIFE (2.5 M€), with the intention to
develop a closed water cycle neighborhood and promote circular economy elements. The construction phase
has begun in 2019, with the renovation of existing blocks of flats, as well as the construction of new houses.
With these works, the area will feature 15-20 ground floor residences (houses), as well as approx. 130 flats.
The project has a design and construction horizon until 2020. The next phase of the project (2020-2023) will
monitor the installed closed water cycle system during its operation and evaluate its performance.

Given the general project overview described in 1.1, this report serves as a supplement to the ‘Onderzoek en
Evaluatieopzet SUPERLOCAL Gesloten Waterkringloop’ report, which aims at identifying monitoring criteria
for the SUPERLOCAL pilot site. The specific aim of this report is to provide a simulation framework, based
on existing watercycle modeling tools, that will:
1.
2.
3.
4.

support project decisions,
assess alternative options,
evaluate system performance results and,
identify, through the modeling process and its system analysis, quantitative watercycle
measurement criteria for the case of SUPERLOCAL.

A practical side objective is to provide a consistent modeling baseline that can be readily reused for decision
support and option management in the years to come, in parallel to the different project realization phases.
The modeled scenarios should be modular and flexible to allow constant updating as well as to permit the
evaluation of different water reuse options. Moreover, it is requested to be built in a way that will allow
replicating the concept to different areas and scales. At the same time, the contents of this report will
provide a first step in a continuous collaboration between KWR (as the providers of technology and
modelers) and SUPERLOCAL that will evolve along with the progression of the pilot.

In light of the specific and side objectives analyzed in Section 1.2, the Urban Water Optioneering Tool
(UWOT) has been chosen as the urban water cycle model of preference. UWOT is a simulation-based Decision
Support System (DSS), of the metabolism modelling type, able to simulate the complete urban water cycle
by modelling individual water uses and technologies/options for managing them and assessing their
combined effects at multiple scales, starting from the neighborhood level (Makropoulos, 2017). UWOT
follows a signal-based systems analysis approach that starts from individual components (i.e. in-house
appliances, units that use water and generate wastewater or runoff), and proceeds to the generation,
transmission, aggregation and transformation of water demand signals that start from the household level
and propagate towards the source of water demands, i.e. the central drinking water network (Rozos and
Makropoulos, 2012). This demand-oriented conceptualization (see also Figure 3) places household and
neighborhood demands as the starting point of every study and enables UWOT to simulate the whole urban
water system from tap to source (Rozos and Makropoulos, 2013). UWOT is able to simulate both standard
urban water flows, i.e. potable water, wastewater and runoff, modeled as signals, as well as integrated
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interventions at household and neighborhood level, which target these flows in order to create feedback
loops that cover household demand.

FIGURE 3: MODELING THE URBAN WATER CYCLE FROM TAP TO SOURCE IN UWOT. THE FLOWS SEEN IN REAL WATER
SYSTEMS (LEFT) AS WELL AS IN THE UWOT DEMAND-DRIVEN CONCEPTUALIZATION (RIGHT).

The choice of UWOT is justified by three key attributes:
•

•

•

UWOT is frequently used in KWR research and is one of the core models in the Resilience
Management and Governance (RMG) line of work (Makropoulos, Nikolopoulos, et al., 2018),
available to KWR partners (and thus WML) through WaterShare1.
UWOT has seen extensive use in urban watercycle modeling applications on different spatial scales
for a range of different cases and demonstrated technologies. The range of applications includes
neighborhood-scale blue-green area design (Rozos, Makropoulos and Maksimović, 2013), whole city
cycle modeling (Rozos and Makropoulos, 2013) and comparative analyses of distributed
neighborhood options under scenarios of urban growth (Bouziotas, Rozos and Makropoulos, 2014).
UWOT offers a clear multi-scale simulation environment that allows the users to insert time-series
data at fine timescales and to choose different technological characteristics. Relevant time-series of
rainfall, urban growth, frequency-of-use patterns etc. can be generated with periphery models that
collaborate well with UWOT (Kozanis et al., 2010; Bouziotas, Rozos and Makropoulos, 2014). This
functionality is in line with the objectives specified in Section 1.2.

For this study, a set of UWOT topological scenarios (hereinafter knows as topologies) are modeled that
simulate SUPERLOCAL in a whole neighborhood level. These topologies are built to reflect a specific portfolio
of distributed, water-saving technologies that are installed in the SUPERLOCAL neighborhood; once built,
their water demand request, produced wastewater and hydrological (runoff) response can be modeled
through UWOT. These topologies are designed based on the following socio-physical and sociotechnological aspects:
•

•

1

The selected distributed, water-saving options, such as house appliances, local treatment options,
rainwater harvesting units etc., along with their key technological quantitative characteristics (e.g.
water demand per single use in L for appliances, treatment capacity in m3/day for local treatment units
etc.).
Demand characteristics from the end (water) users, such as household occupancy, frequency of use for
each appliance etc.

http://www.watershare.eu/tool/urban-water-optioneering-tool/
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Hydrometeorological and catchment characteristics that affect hydrological response and available
rainwater, such as point rainfall timeseries (in e.g. mm/day), pervious and impervious areas, soil
infiltration capacity etc.

Having UWOT as a modeling reference, specific goals are set for this initial phase of the collaboration
between KWR and WML. These goals are divided between basic targets (compulsory targets to be achieved),
optional targets (optional targets given the time constraints of this project), and future targets (targets to
be achieved in future collaborations, but that can be readily provided by the present topology as-is or with
minor changes).

For this goal, a model comprising topologies that reflect the complete urban water system of SUPERLOCAL
has to be made. The model should follow the array of distributed technologies that are proposed or
investigated for the project, as specified by WML and analyzed in 2.1.

The topologies defined in Goal 1.4.1 have to provide the basis for watercycle simulation (stress-testing) for
a period of at least a year and/or for a number of extreme rain events. The UWOT capacity for simulation
can be – optionally but desirably – demonstrated as well at this early phase through exploratory simulations.
This would allow stakeholders to see the system response throughout a full season, for instance by
observing changes in the buffer volumes. Besides the topologies, this goal needs more detailed data on
precipitation and user needs, which have to be provided from periphery models, in collaboration with WML.

The modeling process, besides stress-testing, may provide insight on quantitative watercycle measurement
criteria for the case of SUPERLOCAL. This is achieved by looking at the whole-system level and by studying
the otherwise complex urban water system with a higher degree of abstraction, as done through a
watercycle model such as UWOT. Specific questions on this goal are:
•
•

what types of data/measurement needs for the pilot can be identified through the UWOT model?
which of the real data that is measured can be incorporated in the UWOT topologies, in order to
update/enhance the model as measurements become available?

While SUPERLOCAL has a predefined capacity, the watercycle model should be ideally built in such a manner
that it will be relatively easy to replicate the concept in different areas or upscale it in different scales. For
instance, there is interest to upscale the neighborhood from the size of c. 125 households to 250, 1000 or
2000 units, in order to evaluate scaling effects, as well as benefits and drawbacks of applying the
demonstrated technologies at different scales. This will help disseminate the project results and promote
project replication in other areas, cities and with other stakeholder groups.

The aforementioned objectives in Section 1.2 and goals in Section 1.4 dictate the following number of
deliverables, requested from the client in this research project:

For this deliverable, a UWOT set of topologies for the closed watercycle model of SUPERLOCAL will be made
and delivered in the form of native UWOT files (.uwot filetype). This set will include possible options for the
initial phase of the project, explained in more detail in Section 2.1. To enable the creation of relevant
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topologies, the necessary design characteristics of the technological elements in SUPERLOCAL are matched
to UWOT requirements (see Section 2.2) and relevant data is delivered by WML (see Section 2.5). This is done
in collaboration with all four water partners in any necessary form, including for instance meetings and
interviews to collect the data.

This version, named hereinafter as the Business As Usual (BAU) case, simulates a
neighborhood that is similar to SUPERLOCAL but features a conventional, linear approach
to urban water management, where demands are directly provided by the water service
provider and wastewater (including grey and black water) is propagated to the sewer
network without any reuse. Moreover, runoff is not captured for any use, but is simply
propagated to the outlet as-is, based on the land use and soil characteristics of the
neighbourhood. The characteristics of the conventional technologies will be also partly
based on data from past studies done by the UWOT research team.
This version presents a first step before the formulation of more compex cases of urban
water reuse and is useful to validate the simulation outcome against conventional results
of household demands, which are easily available.

The topologies made in Deliverable 1 and 2 will be employed to simulate the whole system response and
visualize the dynamics of the options used in each case. Data requirements are needed from the side of
WML; these require at least precipitation data on fine (daily) time scales, as well as data on household water
consumption. Based on the goals described in Section 1.4, a simulation of at least one year needs to be
performed with the topologies. The results from UWOT will be then visualized, analysed and communicated
to the clients through the contents of this report. If possible, alternative scenarios of climate change are to
be included in the analysis as well.

The data that will be measured, monitored and accumulated in the period 2020-2023 for the pilot need to
be decided. Questions arise during this process, with regards to: (a.) the type of data needed to be measured,
either in water quantity or water quality, (b.) the places within the system as well as which watercycle
streams will provide the focus of measurements and monitoring. The whole system view provided by the
abstractive process of UWOT modeling is able to provide insights on these questions. As part of this report,
suggestions are given regarding monitoring and measurement priorities.
At the same time, UWOT is able to include more data than what is now available. As part of this report, the
type of data UWOT can accommodate for SUPERLOCAL is discussed, in order to guide the
monitoring/measurement process of the pilot towards a richer integration with the watercycle model.

In line with goal 1.4.4, the produced model should be built with flexibility and modularity in mind, so that:
(a.) options and technologies can be altered with minor changes, thus reflecting different options or
engineering decision as the pilot is progressing, (b.) the results can be updated to a similar neighborhood
with 125, 500 and 2000 households without major changes/work in the future. The upscaling itself is not
part of the project at this phase, but providing this functionality since the beginning will lead to more
efficiency in later phases and the ability to demonstrate project replication to stakeholders.

11
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The integral deliverable of this project is the underlying report, which contains information on the model,
the results of its simulations and the types of data inputs. Moreover, the report contains a detailed mapping
on what is delivered – and in which form – versus what is requested, seen in Section 5. This report will be
integrated in the final SUPERLOCAL project report.
A mapping between the aforementioned deliverables and the broader modeling goals described in Section
1.4 can be seen in Table 2.
TABLE 2: LINKS BETWEEN REQUESTED DELIVERABLES AND MODELING GOALS.

Deliverable

Deliverable Description

Modeling Goal

1.5.1

A version of the closed watercycle model of SUPERLOCAL
in UWOT

1.5.2

A standard version (BAU) of a similar neighbourhood
without the climate adaptive water technologies

1.5.3

Simulations of the closed water cycle SUPERLOCAL in
UWOT using provided input data by WML

1.5.4

An overview of the types of data and parameters that
need to be included in the model in the future.

1.5.5

A functional model demonstrating ease of
replication/upscaling.
A report of the model, simulations and types of data
inputs.

Basic Goal 1: Create a closed
watercycle UWOT model of
SUPERLOCAL
Basic Goal 1: Create a closed
watercycle UWOT model of
SUPERLOCAL
Basic Optional Goal 2: Closed
watercycle UWOT model of
SUPERLOCAL simulation using
existing data
Future Goal 3: Insight in the data
that can be generated from the
pilot in the period 2020-2023.
Future Optional Goal 4: Model
replication and upscaling
Integral deliverable – covers Basic
Goals 1 and 2

1.5.6

Following the same layout and rationale to a journal paper, this report firstly introduces the concept,
modeling goals and requested deliverables in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 provides the analytical framework of the
UWOT model, where the used data, topological characteristics, scenarios and technologies are described.
The following chapter 3 discusses simulation results for all topologies. A broader reflection on UWOT results
and data needs is provided in Chapter 4, followed by Chapter 5, which provides the general conclusions and
dictates the SUPERLOCAL UWOT modeling next steps.
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SUPERLOCAL consists of an array of different distributed technologies, both on household and
neighbourhood level, that aim at:
1.

Reducing water use at the household level, by installing and using water-saving devices. A portfolio
of technologies such as vacuum toilets, water-saving showers and recirculation showers is planned
to be used in different household types, in order to lead to more efficient water use and reduced
demands on the tap level.

2.

Taking advantage of local water sources, in order to reduce the need for centralized drinking water.
More specifically, a rainwater harvesting (RWH) scheme that collects water from household roofs and
public (impervious) areas will be employed, in order to capture, extract and purify rainwater. This
water will be then used to cover part of the drinking water needs of the neighborhood. Moreover,
Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) concepts are studied for future phases of the project; one of the
proposed solutions for treated greywater is to pass from a soil passage into the aquifer, in order to
be pumped back, purified by local treatment and reused to cover potable water needs.

3.

Treating and managing effluent water locally. More specifically, a greywater recycling (GWR) scheme
collects water from specific uses, purifies it with an eco-based solution (helophyte filter) and
redirects it in the urban water cycle. Multiple options exist for redirection in the urban water cycle
such as to use it in certain central uses such as a central laundry unit and a car wash facility, or – if
the water quality characteristics permit so – to consider it as ‘light rainwater’ and include it in the
treatable water that can be reused for broader drinking water purposes.

4.

Treating the impact of certain household uses in smarter and more energy-efficient ways. The use of
vacuum toilets and food grinders in the designed households creates a highly concentrated stream of
black water. A separate black-WW treatment is planned to manage this stream, which includes an
anaerobic biodigester and sludge treatment unit. Through digestion, the black water will produce
biogas, which can be converted into electricity or heat, as well as high-quality fertilizer, which can be
used locally.

These four focal areas of local interventions lead to a more circular urban water cycle, where wastewater
streams are treated and reused and stormwater is not quickly propagated downstream to the outlet, but
kept instead in the neighbourhood and treated to cover part of the drinking water needs. The overview of
the whole urban water cycle is best demonstrated through the signal map seen in Figure 4, designed in a
demand-oriented water signal language similar to the one employed by UWOT, where the numbered focal
points discussed above are highlighted in green color.
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FIGURE 4: THE URBAN WATERCYCLE MAP EMPLOYED BY SUPERLOCAL
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TABLE 3: TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE SURFACE UNITS (GREEN CATEGORY) IN SUPERLOCAL.

1
2
3

Surfaces
Public and private pervious
Roof
Public impervious

Area [m2]
8000
1543
8942

Soil infiltration rate estimated at 0,10-0,15 m/day in all pervious areas.

TABLE 4: TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE BUFFER UNITS (BLUE CATEGORY) IN SUPERLOCAL.

1
2
3
4

Buffers
Roof buffer
Non-roof buffer
Mixed buffer
Effluent buffer (grey water)

Storage [m3]
60
190
50
27

5
6
7
8
9

Filtered greywater buffer
Vacuumpump buffer
Biodigester buffer
Potable water buffer
Infiltration buffer

20
Unknown
40
50
See 11

10
11

Discharge (creek)
Water Square

Unknown
450

Other Quantities

1,5 days of residence time because
of warm water

1000 m2 with an infiltration capacity
of 0,10-0,15 m/day
1000 m2, 0.45 m depth

TABLE 5: TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE TREATMENT UNITS (RED CATEGORY) IN SUPERLOCAL.

Treatment units
1
2
3
4
5
6

Local purification plant
Helophyte filter (vertical)
Vacuum pump
Biodigester
Local greywater purification
Soil passage

Daily Treatment
capacity [m3/day]
48 (mean) / 180 (max)
14.4
2.2
Unknown
7.2
Unknown

Other quantities

Surface area of 400 m2

20

Figure 4 shows that DW demands are generated from the use of specific appliances that in turn produce
wastewater belonging to different streams depending on the appliance (see area (1), highlighted with green
color). Food grinders and vacuum toilets generate a black WW stream (highlighted path (4) in Figure 5), that
is in turn passed through a vacuum pump and treated through a biodigester to produce heat and reclaimed
materials, in the form of fertilizer. Rainwater is captured from household roofs and public impervious areas
(path (2)) and led to a mixed buffer, from which it is extracted and locally purified, in order to be used to
cover parts of the potable water demands (with the exception of common uses – see below). The local
purification plant generates water and leads it to a potable water buffer, from which DW demands are
covered. Overflowing and uncaptured rainwater is directed to a specially designed ‘water square’ and an
infiltration trench, from which it is infiltrated to the aquifer. This ensures that the hydrological response of
the neighbourhood is as slow and local as possible, retaining rainwater and infiltrating it locally instead of
directing it to outlet points and the main stormwater network.
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In the standard/basic option of SUPERLOCAL, greywater is treated through a helophyte filter (area (3)) and
then fed to a local GW purification unit (area (3.1)), in order to cover the demands of specific common uses,
such as a launderette and a common car wash area. Another option under consideration is to use instead
of the treated greywater the treated rainwater, for the common uses (seen in path (3.2)). Finally, an option
that is still under consideration and not yet implemented is to direct the (surplus) GW, overflown from the
helophyte filter for direct use in drinking water purification system (e.g. via a soil passage) (see path (3.3)).
This water can be then reclaimed to be used in the local RW purification facility.
In this study, two main options are considered for SUPERLOCAL and form the conceptual basis of UWOT
modelling:
1.

2.

Option A, which reflects the most possible scenario to be implemented in SUPERLOCAL, uses RWH to
cover drinking water needs for most uses (through path (2)), while it uses GW recycling to cover the
common demands , i.e. the launderette and the car wash (through path (3.1), as seen in Figure 4). This
option is described with the grey lines (core elements) in Figure 4.
Option B, which is a plausible alternative depending on the quality characteristics of the GW after the
helophyte filter step, extends the usability of treated grey water, by considering it of the same quality
as treated RW. Treated GW is then directed to the potable water buffer (through path (3.3)), from where
it can be used to cover parts of all water uses and not just the common ones. In this scenario, the
common uses are added to the same demand request pattern of the other uses, i.e. the required water
from the potable water buffer instead of the locally treated GW which is numbered (5) in Figure 4.

Options A and B are synopsized in Figure 5, where the interaction between different parts of the urban
water cycle is shown, along with the different water uses. The underlying difference of Option B is the
feedback loop from treated GW back to DW, seen as the red line in the bottom of Figure 4.

FIGURE 5: CONCEPTUALISATION OF THE TWO CONSIDERED OPTIONS FOR THIS STUDY.
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Besides the neighbourhood-scale distributed technologies, SUPERLOCAL features the use of an array of
different water-saving technologies at household level. These technologies comprise watersaving showers
and recirculation showers, vacuum toilets, special foodgrinder kitchen units, dishwashers in a portion of
the households and, finally, a common laundry space. Implementing these technologies aims at reducing
the (average) water demand per device use, thus resulting in a source-driven effect to reduce total water
demand. These technologies are not universally applied in SUPERLOCAL, but depend on the household type.
SUPERLOCAL distinguishes between three household types that represent different building units planned
in the area:
1.
2.
3.

Houses, which are low-level individual housing units that feature yards.
Experimental houses, which have the same building footprint as houses but feature novel – and more
experimental – appliances, such as recirculation showers instead of water-saving showers.
Apartments, which are housing units in multi-storey blocks of flats. These units offer the potential of
centralised water-aware technologies and common services, such as the common laundry space. At
the same time, they don’t have gardens, so they do feature outdoor water uses.

The specific mixture of technologies per house, along with the corresponding water use per device, is
provided by WML and can be seen in Appendix I. A synopsis of the number of units that are designed for
the area of SUPERLOCAL is given in Table 6.
TABLE 6: HOUSEHOLD TYPES AND OCCUPANCY IN SUPERLOCAL (SOURCE: WML).

Unit

Houses

Experimental houses

Apartments

Abbreviation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Number of
dwellings

13

3

113

129

2.2 [29]

1.8 [5]

2.0 [226]

260

Type of toilet
[n]

Silent vacuum [13]

Standard vacuum [3]

Silent vacuum [113]

129

Type of shower [n]

Water saving [13]

Recirculation [3]

Water saving [113]

129

Type washing
machine [n]

Regular [13]

Regular [3]

50% regular [56];
50% use shared
launderette [5]

77

Food grinder
[n]

Water saving [13]

Water saving [3]

Large shared water
saving on each level [9]

25

Tap(s) [n]

Regular [39]

Regular [6]

Regular [226]

271

Outdoor tap [n]

Regular [13]

Regular [3]

- [0]

16

Persons/dwelling
[persons]

Waste streams:

= BW sewage

= GW sewage

= In soil

Besides information on household types and occupancy, details on the buffers and treatment units, which
can be seen as numbered elements in Figure 4, are provided by WML (based on the Tauw reports) and
synopsized in Table 3 to Table 5. This information is needed in order to properly and accurately model
storage in treatment elements in UWOT. It is noted that the technical attributes of some elements have
not been defined yet at this early design phase.

Total
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Following the identification and conceptualization of SUPERLOCAL interventions, the next step that is
needed is to identify if - and how - UWOT is able to model the interventions under consideration. UWOT
offers an array of components that can simulate RWH (Rozos, Makropoulos and Maksimović, 2013;
Bouziotas, Rozos and Makropoulos, 2014), as well as GWR systems (Bouziotas, Rozos and Makropoulos,
2014; Makropoulos, Rozos, et al., 2018), so functionalities related to water quantity and quality for these
technologies can be readily modeled in its environment. However, it offers limited functionality when it
comes to combined water-energy use (Rozos, Makropoulos and Maksimović, 2013) and does not consider
the material cycle; moreover, quality processes are not dynamically modeled; for instance, diffusion and
decay processes are not included and the pollutant is considered a conservative (mass) quantity that travels
uninterrupted2 in the network. UWOT considers only one conservative quality (one type of pollutant) per
simulation so a multi-pollutant scenario, where pollutants possibly interact with each other, cannot be
modeled with the current version of UWOT.
Given these limitations, Table 7 highlights how UWOT is capable of modeling each focal area or path seen
in Figure 4, i.e. each different stream in the total urban water cycle. As a general rule, UWOT is readily able
to model the hydrological behavior of buffers, treatment units and runoff-generating elements (e.g. pervious
and impervious surfaces), provided that they have a simple operational structure. A simple operational
structure means that a treatment element is characterized and modeled based on simple mean quantities
(e.g. daily mean treatment capacity, daily infiltration capacity, maximum storage etc.), but not by more
elaborate operational rules, such as sub-daily, what-if operational conditions, pump curves, variable
treatment units etc. UWOT is also able to model household demands from a bottom-up (appliance-tohousehold) perspective, whether they are considered constants or dynamic over time, provided that
information is available. More information on how demands are modeled is provided in Section 2.4.
TABLE 7: UWOT CAPABILITY IN MODELING SUPERLOCAL INTERVENTIONS

Focal path

Description

Abbr.

UWOT modeling capability

1

Demands

DEM

2

Rainwater collection
and harvesting

RWH

3

Helophyte Filter

GW-HF

3.1

Local GW Treatment

GWR

3.2

DW for Common Uses

DW-CU

3.3

GW to RWH scheme

GWRWH

Can be readily modeled at an appliance level. Many
appliance components available (sink, shower, toilet,
kitchen, dishwasher, laundry, outdoor uses etc.)
Can be modeled based on the existing (simple)
conceptual rainfall-runoff models in UWOT for
pervious and impervious areas. Main processes
modeled as losses: evapotranspiration, infiltration (in
pervious areas). Moreover, treatment components for
RW are readily available.
No eco-based treatment component exists. However,
GW-HF can be modeled as a standard treatment
component with a constant % loss due to
evapotranspiration.
Standard components for GW treatment exist in
UWOT, whether they have built-in storage or not
(Sewer Mining).
Can be modelled based on existing information in
UWOT.
No soil passage or infiltration component exists in
UWOT. However, there are work-arounds; infiltration
can be modeled as a signal diversion, while the

The pollutant can travel through the network without decaying or any local sinks. It can be mixed and treated (so that its
concentration in mg/L changes), but in non-treating elements, the mass of the pollutant is retained as-is. Also, presently
treatment byproducts such as sludge (e.g. sludge concentration in mg/L) is not calculated in the present version of UWOT.
2
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aquifer can be modeled as a very large tank. A larger
degree of simplification is to be expected for these
processes.

The portfolio of SUPERLOCAL distributed interventions, demonstrated with the signal map of Figure 4, is
then translated into the corresponding UWOT topologies, following the mapping of SUPERLOCAL features
to UWOT components seen in Section 2.2. In principle, each UWOT topology represents a specific choice of
household and neighbourhood technologies that lead to a possible ‘operational reality’ for the urban water
system. With this definition, the outlined two circular options A and B of Section 2.1 (seen in Figure 5) lead
to two distinct topologies that need to be modelled. Moreover, the assessment and impact of these two
circular interventions cannot be evaluated unless compared with the conventional ‘operational reality’,
which reflects an equivalent urban water system that follows conventional technological options on a
household and neighbourhood level and, thus, relies heavily on central DW and WW networks for its water
services. This reality is usually coined as the business-as-usual (BAU) case (Alcamo et al., 2003). As part of
this study, three topologies are modelled with the use of UWOT that represent different socio-technological
‘operational realities’. These realities (hereinafter mentioned as topologies or cases) are:
▪

▪

▪

The business-as-usual case, named BAU, that represents an area with: (a.) the same socio-demographic
and hydrological characteristics as SUPERLOCAL (same households as well as occupancy and frequency
of use, same pervious and impervious areas, same rainfall received etc.), (b.) a conventional design that
is followed in household and neighbourhood technologies. The conventional design implies that
regular, non-water-saving household devices are used, e.g. typical shower heads, typical toilets for
Dutch water use standards etc. Moreover, there are no circular (RWH or GWR) interventions, and the
systems show typical linear behaviour of urban water systems (see Figure 3 left), accepting clean water
from the main DW network and propagating the used water to the WW network, without any feedback
loops of water reuse.
The case of option A, named SCEN_A or RWH|GWR3, which, as explained in Section 2.1, features two
distinct systems, a RWH unit and a GWR unit. This topology uses RWH to cover drinking water needs
for most uses (through path (2)), while it uses GW recycling to cover the common demands, i.e. the
launderette and the car wash (through path (3.1), as seen in Figure 4).
The case of option B, named SCEN_B or RWH+GWR4, which features an alternative layout to Option
A, where grey water usability is extended, by considering it of the same quality as light RW. Treated
GW is then directed to the RW purification unit (through path (3.3) in Figure 4), from where it can be
used to cover parts of all water uses and not just the launderette and car wash (path (3.2).

These three topologies can be seen in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8, in the form of UWOT scenarios. What
is depicted is a layout that starts by generating demands from the household device level (left side) and is
then aggregated to the neighbourhood level, through a number of multiplier (‘X’) components. It then ends
by logging the quantities that are asked from/pushed to the central services, whether DW or WW (right
side). In the conventional (BAU) case, the generated runoff is propagated to a suitable outlet, e.g. the
stormwater network, while for the other cases that stream passes through a specially designed ‘water
square’, linked to an infiltration pond, in accordance to the description of Section 2.1. Three household
types can be also seen in the Figures, noted with different colors (green, yellow and blue), as well as a
distinct type for common uses (purple/pink).

3
4

The notation RWH|GWR denotes a split system, in terms of targeted RW and GW treated water uses.
The notation RWH+GWR denotes a combined system, in terms of their targeted water uses.
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FIGURE 6: GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE BAU UWOT CASE.
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FIGURE 7: GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE UWOT SCEN_A CASE.
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FIGURE 8: GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE UWOT SCEN_B CASE.
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The three designed cases (seen in Section 2.3) form the basis of UWOT simulations that aim at capturing
the whole system performance at various time steps 𝑡 = {𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , … , 𝑡𝑚 } in terms of demands asked from the
DW service, water propagated to the outlets, stored water and spills from RW/GW treatment units,
generated runoff in the area etc. As part of the forcing of this model, the following data is required:
▪

▪

Time-series of point rainfall (in mm/Δt) that falls on the modeled area and generates runoff at
each step t. Runoff is generated with the use of special rainfall-runoff components for pervious
and impervious areas correspondingly, seen in the top part of Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8.
Time-series of occupancy and frequency of use for the appliances that generate the demand. Every
appliance has, within its specs taken from the UWOT technology library (Makropoulos et al., 2008),
a specific quantity d of water requested per single use (in L/use). Provided that data on occupancy
occ (in pers./household), and frequency of use f (uses / person) at the time step t are available, the
single household demand at that time step can be calculated as:
𝐿
𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑚,𝑡 = 𝑑 · 𝑓𝑡 · 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑡 [
·
·
]
𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
In case detailed data on f and occ are not available, constants can be used instead, which can be
viewed as averaged daily values over the time period of the simulation. The demand to the
neighborhood scale can be then aggregated using multiplier units (marked as ‘X’ in Figure 6 to
Figure 8) and summed up with the formula:
𝑚

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑡 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖 · 𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑚,𝑖,𝑡
𝑖=1

where n is the number of households for each house type i.
Besides these data needs, information is needed on the storage and treatment capacity of the UWOT
components that model the different RW and GW treatment technologies of SUPERLOCAL. These
technological attributes are provided by WML and analyzed in Section 2.1 and Table 3 to Table 5.
In this study a daily time step Δt is chosen, as this is the generic time step of UWOT with which most
components work natively. For this case UWOT requests daily time-series of rainfall, along with at least
constant values for frequencies of use and occupancy for each device and household type respectively to be
run. Relevant data are provided by WML (see also Section 2.5). Eventually UWOT is run with historical daily
time-series of rainfall for 31 years (the data provided are from 1986 to 2016, inclusive), so 11324 time steps
in total (also accounting for leap years).
Besides the baseline case based on historical data, WML is also interested in how SUPERLOCAL responds to
hydroclimatic change. For this reason, a second daily rainfall time-series of equal length is provided that
reflects a future hydrological regime driven by climate change. This time-series is used to perform a second
round of simulations in all topologies, in order to see how SUPERLOCAL technological interventions lead to
different system responses under a more severe possible future.
Each single simulation is run with UWOT v.2.00.0.2 in x64-systems (Microsoft Windows 10, 8.0 GB of RAM),
with a runtime in the range of 10-20 seconds. No errors are reported from the software during the
simulation of each topology.

Based on the system attributes of SUPERLOCAL (Section 2.1), in combination with the data required from
UWOT (see Sections 2.2,2.3 and 2.4), WML has provided to KWR the data necessary to set up the topologies
and run the simulations. The dataset comes in the form of a MS Excel (.xlsx) file and includes:
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Detailed information on the water demands that govern specific household uses and household
appliances, including conventional appliances (for the BAU topology), as well as water-saving
appliances to be used for specific household types. This dataset, which can be viewed in Appendix
I, comes in fine resolution and, when needed, is aggregated or summed up with other water uses
into a single component (appliance) level.
Information on the number of houses per different household type, household characteristics,
appliance use and occupancy for all three household types in the BAU, SCEN_A, SCEN_B topologies.
These data assists the calculation of demands from a household to a neighborhood level and can be
seen in Table 6.
Information on the storage and treatment capacity of the buffers and the different RW and GW
treatment technologies that are employed in different topologies and are numbered in Figure 4 of
Section 2.1. This dataset can be seen in Table 3 to Table 5 and is required to accurately model the
capability of the tanks, RWH and GWR components employed in the different UWOT topologies
(Figure 6 to Figure 8).
Time-series of rainfall that are used as forcing for the UWOT model to generate runoff and employ
the RWH components. Historical point daily time-series of rainfall for 31 years are provided (19862016, inclusive), based on the rain gauge which is deemed more suitable for the area of
SUPERLOCAL, so 11324 time steps are used for each simulation. An alternative rainfall time-series
that also takes into account climate change is provided, as described in Section 2.4.

As a simulation tool, UWOT generates data in the form of time-series of equal length to the rainfall forcing
(so time-series with 11324 time steps). These series are generated by the corresponding Logger components
and include (a.) modeled hydrological quantities, such as runoff, (b.) urban watercycle streams (signals) such
as produced WW or DW asked from the central network, (c.) volume of water stored in treatment units.
The raw modeled results are added to the MS Excel (.xlsx) file, along with the provided input by WML, to
form a single, consistent database with model input/output. This file is then delivered to WML, thus
allowing the water service – or any interested party – to perform an analysis based on the raw data
generated by the model. As part of this study, selected statistical quantities (metrics) are extracted from the
data and presented in Chapter 3.

24
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Since the BAU topology depicts the ‘conventional reality’ of an area that has similar areal characteristics to
SUPERLOCAL, it can be used to validate the modeled assumptions and simulation performance of UWOT
against real (measured) data. This can be achieved by comparing UWOT output from the BAU simulation–
in terms of simulated daily aggregate household demands – to the actual demands seen in Dutch drinking
water networks. Validation guarantees that the topologies described in Section 2.3 are accurate translations
of the SUPERLOCAL urban water system concept seen in Figure 4.
Moreover, validation is extended to include the generated runoff from the model. The runoff components
of UWOT for pervious and impervious areas (top part of UWOT topology seen in Figure Figure 6, Figure 7
and Figure 8), can be checked against a simple but consistent and trusted rainfall-runoff conceptual model,
such as the rational method (Beven, 2012), in order to ensure that the daily and annual runoff quantities
generated in the area of SUPERLOCAL correspond to realistic runoff.

Water consumption at household level
350.00

Data WML

45.00

WaterStatistiek

40.00

Household Consumption [m3/day]

Household Consumption [L/day]

300.00

Total daily consumption
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UWOT Simulation

250.00
200.00
150.00
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25.00
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0.00

0.00

Data Source

House
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Apt

UWOT Simulation

Data WML

House Type

FIGURE 9: COMPARISON IN DAILY HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION BETWEEN UWOT RESULTS AND REAL DATA.

To perform household demand validation, the high-resolution demand data from WML (daily per capita
water demand for every appliance and technology, as seen in Appendix I) was aggregated to an average
daily per capita consumption for every household type (Table 8) and, correspondingly, to the total household
demand. This has been contrasted to the daily household demand generated by the UWOT simulation, as
well as the household demand based on data from a third external source (statista.com, based on
Drinkwaterstatistieken data (VEWIN, 2017) on average daily per capita consumption in the Netherlands).
The results can be seen in Figure 9, where it can be inferred that there is overall good agreement between
the three daily household consumption sources. Compared against the data from WML, UWOT simulates
household consumption with an absolute deviation that is less than 2%, thus indicating that the
transformation of high-resolution WML appliance demands to UWOT demand generation component specs
has been executed well5. The deviation between UWOT simulations and external (statista.com) consumption
Slight deviations from the real data are to be expected, as some of the high-resolution uses are aggregated to a lumped
household component. There is also an added contribution of round-off errors during simulation.
5
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data lies in the range of 5-8%, while the deviation between WML and external data lies under the 10% error
range as well. This indicates (reasonable) minor household consumption differences between the region of
Limburg and the national mean daily consumption, with the WML consumption data being on the
conservative side, i.e. leading to slightly increased household demand rates.
When daily water consumption is compared to WML data on the whole SUPERLOCAL neighborhood scale,
the results are almost identical and amount to approx. 35.6 m3/day, with a deviation of 0.23% (Figure 9,
right side).
TABLE 8: MODELED VERSUS OBSERVED PER CAPITA AND HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION.

per capita consumption
[L/person/day]

Household occupancy Household
[persons/household]
consumption
[L/day]

WaterStatistiek
House 126.15
House_Exp
Apt

2.2

277.53

1.8

227.07

2

252.30
Household
consumption
[L/day]

UWOT Simulation
House

298.57

House_Exp

245.19

Apt

265.34
per capita consumption
[L/person/day]

Household occupancy Household
[persons/household]
consumption
[L/day]

Data WML
House 138.43
House_Exp 138.43
Apt 132.64

2.2

304.55

1.8
2

249.18
265.28

Since the outlet in the area of SUPERLOCAL is ungauged and actual measured runoff data do not exist,
modeled runoff response cannot be contrasted with real data as in the case with demands. Instead, the
commonly used rational method is employed in order to compare the results of UWOT modeling with
another simple conceptual model that sees wide use for preliminary hydrological studies (Beven, 2012). The
rational method links outlet runoff (discharge) Q with point (station) rainfall through the formula:
𝑄 = 𝐶·𝑖·𝐴
where i is point rainfall intensity, A is the catchment area and C is the so-called runoff coefficient, the single
calibration parameter of the model. Depending on the time scale the model is used, C is typically referred
to in literature either as event-based runoff coefficient or annual runoff coefficient (Blume, Zehe and
Bronstert, 2010), which leads to an estimation of Q as the peak discharge (in m3/s) of an event or (mean)
annual discharge (e.g. in hm3/year), respectively, as a fraction of the total water received through
precipitation 𝑖 · 𝐴. Due to the wide application of the rational method for preliminary studies in catchments,
value ranges of C for catchments with different spatial and soil properties exist (Thompson, 2006), making
this method easily applicable for rough estimations of runoff in case of ungauged catchments.
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FIGURE 10: COMPARISON OF SIMULATED RUNOFF AGAINST RUNOFF FROM RATIONAL METHOD.

This study has used the definition of the annual runoff coefficient6 C in order to compare the simulated
annual aggregated of UWOT, as seen in the outlet of the BAU topology and with the baseline (historical)
rainfall data, compared to estimations of this runoff using the rational method. The simulated runoff
quantities of UWOT have an annual mean of approx. 7032 m3/year and fall within the range of the results
obtained with the rational method when a runoff coefficient of C=0.45-0.55 is used. This runoff coefficient
range is considered reasonable when compared with literature values (Thompson, 2006), given that the
area features low density residential use and an almost equal mixture of pervious and impervious areas
(Figure 10 – right).

The comparison between the BAU topology (Figure 6), which depicts the ‘conventional reality’, and the
‘alternative realities’ where SUPERLOCAL is active and has a specific design layout, modeled with the
SCEN_A (RWH|GWR) and SCEN_B (RWH+GWR) topologies (Figure 7 and Figure 8), allow a preliminary
quantitative assessment of SUPERLOCAL system performance before its implementation and pilot
monitoring. In order to make this assessment, different aspects of the simulation results are analysed with
respect to a number of characteristic quantities, hereinafter defined as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
For an integral analysis, these quantities have to be relevant to every aspect of the urban water cycle,
including requested Drinking Water (DW), propagated Wastewater (WW) and runoff in the outlet. In this
study, a number of KPIs are defined and analysed with respect to every aspect of the urban water cycle of
SUPERLOCAL. Their choice is based on their ease of extraction from UWOT simulation, as they are statistical
quantities 𝐸(𝑿) that are calculated based on the output timeseries 𝑿 = {𝑋𝑡1 , 𝑋𝑡2 , … , 𝑋𝑡𝑚 } that UWOT
generates for each one of the m time steps 𝑡 = {𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , … , 𝑡𝑚 } of the simulation.
Following communication with the project partners for SUPERLOCAL, six quantitative KPIs are defined in
this study that relate to all major urban water cycle streams (DW, WW and runoff). The KPIs are formed
from the comparison of the centralized, business-as-usual scenario against the decentralized scenario and
are normalized to a common orientation in [0,1], indicating 0 for poor performance (i.e. no improvement)
The rational method is justified when storage components within the catchment water balance, such as surface storage,
interception mechanisms etc., are considered to have negligible changes over time (Blume, Zehe and Bronstert, 2010). This only
occurs when considering the fast catchment response of a single event, hence the case of an event-based runoff coefficient (Blume,
Zehe and Bronstert, 2010), or at large temporal scales, such as the annual or inter-annual, hence the case of the annual runoff
coefficient (Savenije, 1996). Since a single event is not indicative of the multi-year runoff response modeled in this study, the
annual runoff coefficient is chosen as a validation basis.
6
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and 1 for ideal performance and perfect improvement compared to the centralized system. This
normalization allows them to be dimensionless, directly comparable and able to be visualized together in
the form of radar charts (Saary, 2008). The six KPIs developed for decentralized systems as part of this
study are:
•

the achieved reduction in household consumption (or otherwise % household demand reduction)
ℎ
ℎ
|𝐷𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙
−𝐷𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙
|

, with 𝐷ℎ denoting household DW demands averaged over time. This is DW KPI

ℎ
𝐷𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙

•

that can be viewed as a tap-level water demand management metric, describing the reduction in
water requested at the household level before any upscaled measures such as RWH and GWR
operate. The reduction at this household scale is caused by water-saving appliances, which reduce
the water usage per appliance d.
the achieved reduction in clean DW requested from the external, central service (or otherwise %
reduction in the demand requested from central water utility)

•

𝑛
𝑛
|𝐷𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙
−𝐷𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙
|
𝑛
𝐷𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙

, with 𝐷𝑛 denoting

neighborhood DW demands averaged over time. This is a DW KPI that can be viewed as a more
representative measure of the system autonomy, dependent on all decentralized technologies in
place. Speaking the ‘signal language’ of UWOT, it represents the demand signal that cannot be
covered by local (harvested or reused) DW supply and has to be met by the central utility through
the connection to the mains.
the achieved reduction in WW that leaves the system (or otherwise % reduction of WW pushed to
outlet)

𝑊𝑊
𝑊𝑊
|𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙
−𝑄𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙
|
𝑊𝑊
𝑄𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙

, with 𝑄 𝑊𝑊 denoting the volume of wastewater that leaves the

neighborhood averaged over time. This is a WW KPI that constitutes another measure of
neighborhood autonomy, now regarding the produced WW that cannot be stored or treated locally
and is propagated externally (e.g. through the centralized sewer network).
𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓

|𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 −𝑄𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 |

•

the achieved runoff reduction (or otherwise % reduction of runoff)

•

𝑄 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓 is the volume of runoff leaving the neighborhood, averaged annually or over the entire
simulation time. This is a KPI related to runoff that measures the efficiency of the decentralized
system to retain water in the long term.
the achieved flood event reduction (or otherwise average % reduction of peak event runoff)

𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓
𝑄𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙

, where

𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓
−𝑄𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙
|
𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓
𝑄𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙

|𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙

𝐸(

•

), which is the mean value of the runoff reduction observed at the

event level, with 𝑄 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓 denoting the peak runoff observed during a simulated flood event.
This is a runoff-related KPI that is measured at a smaller timescale (i.e. on a per-event basis) and
depicts the efficiency of the decentralized system in mitigating floods.
the reliability of decentralized system design, which is defined in a simulation-based framework
as the % of time steps that the system operated well. Reliability is a probabilistic concept with
strong links to simulation modeling (Hashimoto, Stedinger and Loucks, 1982; Wagner, Shamir and
Marks, 1988; Koutsoyiannis, 2005) generally defined as 1 − 𝑃(𝑌𝑓 ) = 1 −

𝑛𝑌𝑓

𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

, with 𝑃(𝑌𝑓 ) being

the probability of either system failure or inefficiency. It is computed as the relative frequency of
time steps with failure or inefficiency 𝑛𝑌𝑓 /𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 and with 𝑌𝑓 being a logical condition targeting
⃗ that is used to distinguish failed or inefficient time states from normal
the output space 𝑌
operational conditions during simulation. In this study, the focus is on the operational inefficiency
for storage treatment systems, i.e. measured as the count of time steps during simulation when
the storage capacity of these systems is full, the treatment capacity is inadequate and the incoming
untreated water overflows from the treatment unit.
The defined KPIs are summarized in Table 9. Unlike the first five KPIs that focus on volume reduction, the
reliability of decentralized system design is a measure describing how reliable different elements of a
specific design option are. It thus helps evaluate whether the selected design attributes of the integrated
decentralized system, i.e. the storage volume of a buffer, treatment capacity of a unit etc., are well-
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selected and suitable to the hydrological regime of the area, i.e. the simulated runoff. It thus provides
guidance to potential changes in the design (the feedback loop back to step (3) described in Figure 4) and
can be applied in elements of the integrated system that feature a storage and/or treatment unit, such as
the RWH, GWR or SUDS unit in SUPERLOCAL.
TABLE 9: KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS DEFINED FOR SUPERLOCAL CAWM-SYSTEM

KPI

Unit

Description

Stream

1

Achieved
reduction in
household
consumption

% of demand
reduced

Tap-level WDM metric, reduction in
water requested from households before
RWH/GWR take place

DW demands

2

Reduction in
(clean) water
requested from
central service

% of reduction of
demand requested
from central
service

Measure of system autonomy,
dependent on al techs in place
(appliances, RWH, GWR)

DW demands

3

Reduction in WW
that leaves the
system

% of WW reduced

Measure of system autonomy or (vice
versa) dependence on central services
(sewer network)

Generated
WW

4

Achieved runoff
reduction

% of runoff
reduced (annual)

Measure of the SUPERLOCAL ability to
hold water

Runoff

5

Achieved flood
event reduction

% of event-based
runoff reduced

Measure of the SUPERLOCAL ability to
mitigate flood peaks

Runoff

6

System design
reliability

% of time steps
that the system
operated well

How reliable different parts of the
system are against inefficiency (storage
full, overflow)

Runoff

Insight into the achieved reduction in demand source (household) consumption can be obtained by looking
into the ‘tap’ (left) side of the UWOT topologies (seen in Figure 6), where the demands are calculated based
on individual appliance daily water use. One can then calculate total daily demands, on household level,
generated in SCEN_A (Figure 7) and SCEN_B (Figure 8) and compare them with the conventional demands,
which have been validated in Section 3.1. The results of this comparison can be seen in Figure 11 and Table
10 and are identical for SCEN_A and SCEN_B, as both of these topologies have the same portfolio of
appliance technologies that generate demands. The water footprint is evidently different on each household
type (see also Table 6), as each household features different technologies.
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Achieved reduction in household demands
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FIGURE 11: REDUCTION IN HOUSEHOLD DEMANDS ACHIEVED IN SUPERLOCAL.

Compared against the conventional BAU scenario, a reduction of 32.1% is achieved in regular houses, which
feature water-saving showers instead of conventional showers and vacuum toilets. This efficiency is
justified, given that toilet water use is one of the main drivers of household water demand (VEWIN, 2017).
A more efficient reduction of 58.2% is achieved in the case of the experimental houses, which besides the
change of conventional toilets to vacuum toilets have water recirculation showers; The apartment type sees
a lesser yet significant decrease of household demands by 42.1%. This difference can be justified by a lower
percentage of apartments having a washing machine and make use of the common laundry.
TABLE 10: HOUSEHOLD DEMANDS IN ALL SCENARIOS.

Per household consumption [L/household/day]
UWOT Simulation

BAU

SCEN_A

SCEN_B

House

298.57

202.63

202.63

House_Exp

245.19

102.62

102.62

Apt

265.34

153.58

153.58

The interventions demonstrated in SUPERLOCAL aim at reducing the reliance of the area to centralised
drinking water and stormwater networks. Although achieving full autonomy seems infeasible, the
independence from the central services achieved through the introduction of RWH and GWR schemes can
be significant. As Figure 12 reveals, the average daily DW demand of SUPERLOCAL, estimated at 35.6 m3/day
in the BAU scenario, can be reduced to 8.4 m3/day for SCEN_A (RWH | GWR) and even reduced further to
less than 1 m3/day for SCEN_B (RWH+GWR). The reduction in the first case is by approx. 76.5%, while the
reduction in the second case is by a dramatic 97.5%, theoretically achieving near complete autonomy from
Drinking Water services with a combined RWH/GWR system that recycles most water uses.
While this is the average daily impact in central DW demands, the actual reduction that is observed each
day varies, depending on the available rainwater (RW), as well as the treated GW for the combined case of
SCEN_B. UWOT is natively able to model this variability. For instance, Figure 13 shows the simulation results
for the year 2016, in terms of percentage of total daily demand Dtotal (aggregated from the results of Table
𝐷
10) covered from the central DW services, expressed as the ratio 𝑟 = 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙⁄𝐷
, which lies within the
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
range of [0,1], with 0 meaning full autonomy (no central DW requested) and 1 meaning full dependence on
central DW. The results show that both topologies achieve significant autonomy from the central services,
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which is in principle dependent on the rainfall that the area receives (see upper panel of Figure 13). A higher
autonomy is possible for wetter months, like month 06/2016 in Figure 13, while prolonged dry spells, like
the one seen in 08-09/2016, result in higher seasonal dependence on the central DW network for both
topologies. As expected, SCEN_A shows higher sensitivity to dry spells, while SCEN_B shows higher
robustness, as another source of water (treated GW) is constantly provided to cover most needs.
Likewise, the generated WW that is estimated at 35.52 m3/day7 for the BAU case gets reduced to 20.62
m3/day (a reduction of approx. 42%) for SCEN_A and further reduced to 7.25 m3/day for SCEN_B, with a
reduction of 79.6%. SCEN_B makes more efficient use of treated GW by considering it light RW – and thus,
able to be used for more water uses and not only the communal ones – and this has an impact on both
reliance on central DW and propagation of WW to the outlet. It is noted that, in the case of SUPERLOCAL,
the WW that is ‘returned to the central service’ is propagated into the discharge outlet that bears the
number (10) in Figure 4 –the actual recipient of this WW stream is not considered in this study and UWOT
simulation stops at that point. However, in reality the WW is cleaned onsite and discharged into a nearby
creek (surface water). Hence, the water going to the centralized sewage system is negligible. This
differentiation will be made during the next UWOT model round.

The deviation between requested DW and generated WW, equal to 0.08 m3/day or 80 L/day, is due to the fact that some
household types feature outside (garden) uses that, while requesting clean water, propagate this water quantity as runoff
instead of WW.
7
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DW requested / WW propagated [m3/day]
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FIGURE 12: WATER ASKED FROM / RETURNED TO THE CENTRAL SERVICES IN SUPERLOCAL.
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FIGURE 13: SIMULATED PERCENTAGE OF DEMAND ASKED FROM THE DW SERVICE.

An equally important aspect to the reduction of demands is the localisation of runoff retention; through
the use of a RWH scheme, SUPERLOCAL is able to:
•
•

capture and retain water in its buffer units, which leads to the attenuation of the peak discharge
observed during high-intensity rainfall events.
treat captured rainwater and provide it to cover urban water demands, thus leading to a reduction
of the runoff volume over time.

Both aforementioned characteristics in runoff retention provided in SUPERLOCAL can be modelled with
UWOT. As part of this comparative study, the simulated, daily runoff generated in the BAU case is compared
with the corresponding runoff that spills over the RWH unit and buffers of SUPERLOCAL and is guided to
the infiltration trench for SCEN_A and SCEN_B, as seen in Figure 4. The results can be viewed either on a
daily scale or in aggregated form, e.g. to have an overview of the achieved annual runoff reduction
SUPERLOCAL offers.
These characteristics apparently depend on two key technological attributes of the RWH scheme. Firstly,
there is dependence on the treatment capacity of the RWH scheme, seen as number (1) of the Treatment
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Units (Table 5) in SUPERLOCAL (see also Figure 4). Secondly, there is dependence on the amount of water
that can be stored, i.e. the water storage capacity in SUPERLOCAL storage units, mainly the mixed buffer
(3) and potable water buffer (8), seen in Table 4 and Figure 4. The interplay between these two aspects and
the propagated runoff overflow is not straightforward as it depends on demand patterns and intensity, as
well as rainwater stochasticity; UWOT, with its simulation-based framework, offers a chance to explore it
in multiple time scales.
Per request of WML, the interplay between treatment capacity and water storage in the RWH scheme is
explored by looking at three possibilities for the RW treatment unit in SCEN_A:
1.
2.

3.

A case with a smaller treatment unit of a daily treatment capacity of 25 m3/day (equal to half the
volume of the mixed RW buffer per day). This case is hereinafter named “SCEN_A 25”.
A case that has a treatment capacity of 48 m3/day (roughly equal to the volume of the RW buffer per
day). This corresponds to the standard, planned capacity of SUPERLOCAL, based on the data provided
by WML and seen in Table 5. This case is hereinafter named “SCEN_A 48”.
An extreme case that has a large treatment capacity of 180 m3/day, equal to the maximum capacity
of the RWH design of SUPERLOCAL (Table 5) This is studied as an ‘upper limit’ of treatment capacity
for SUPERLOCAL. This case is hereinafter named “SCEN_A 180”.

The buffer size in all cases remains the same and equal to 50m3 for the RW Mixed Buffer (3), as well as 50m3
for the treated water buffer (8). These values are derived from the standard design values of SUPERLOCAL,
as provided by WML (Table 4). The combined case of SCEN_B is studied with its standard specs only (48
m3/day, 50m3, 50m3), named as “SCEN_B 48” in this Section to avoid confusion.

Looking at an aggregate (annual) time-scale, the RWH scheme of SUPERLOCAL achieves a significant average
annual runoff reduction of approx. 60% for SCEN_A, where the RWH system is separate from the GWR
system. In the case of the joint RWH and GWR system (SCEN_B), the average annual reduction is smaller
and amounts to approx. 32%. This is reasonable, given that in the second case of SUPERLOCAL treated GW
and treated RW compete to cover the same demand needs. SCEN_A thus appears to be the best solution
when it comes to mitigating runoff.
Out of the three treatment capacity options that are studied (“SCEN_A 25”, “SCEN_A 48” and “SCEN_A 180”),
the two former ones lead to an annual reduction of about 36.3%-37.6% of the original BAU runoff values,
while the extreme case of having a much larger treatment capacity than the storage capacity leads to a
runoff reduction to 40.8% of the original BAU runoff values. Runoff reduction is also varying through the
years, as seen in the annual variations of the lines in Figure 14. The differences between scenarios can be
attributed to the way treatment systems are modelled in UWOT8, and point to the general conclusion that
the mean daily treatment capacity k has to be in line with the actual daily demands (estimated at approx..
20.3 m3/day, close to the 25 m3/day treatment value), as well as the offered storage for treated and untreated
water S. While not investigated at the present case due to time limitations, it is expected that there is an
optimum value in runoff reduction for a specific set of capacity/storage (k,S) in the system – too small values
of treatment capacity with regards to storage will also lead to inefficient solutions.

The findings provide an indication for mean daily treatment values and not specific operational instructions. They merely point
to the suggestion that the optimal mean daily treatment capacity of the system is a fraction of the actual design capacity.
Operationally speaking, pumping capacity might increase or decrease over time and this is not captured by the present version
of UWOT which only accepts constant values (i.e. mean daily treatment capacity only) for treatment units. Likewise, sub-daily
operational effects are not captured; this finding suggests that 25 m 3/day is a good capacity for a treatment station running at
24 hours/day. The actual design capacity might fit an operational case where treatment works only a fraction of these hours, e.g.
8-12 hours/day.
8
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FIGURE 14: ACHIEVED ANNUAL RUNOFF REDUCTION IN SUPERLOCAL.

Besides the annual scale, runoff reduction can be studied at an rainfall-runoff event scale, i.e. on a daily
scale for the days where the peak runoff is observed in the simulation. Since UWOT is forced by the same
time series in all topologies, a reduction in runoff peaks is observed for the same events over time among
different topologies, considering a comparison between the conventional (BAU) topology that has no active
RWH interventions and the SUPERLOCAL scenarios (SCEN_A and SCEN_B).
To demonstrate this, runoff time-series generated by UWOT are analysed on an event scale and plotted in
a comparative figure, where the daily runoff of the BAU topology is plotted against the daily runoff of
SUPERLOCAL scenarios (SCEN_A and SCEN_B). Following the investigation seen in Section 3.2.3, different
treatment capacity rates for SCEN_A (25 m3/day, 48 m3/day, 180 m3/day) are used to explore the impact of
different RWH treatment capacities on system performance. The results are plotted in a double logarithmic
scale – in order to capture the value range of simulated runoff, from very common to rare events – and
plotted against line 𝑥 = 𝑦, which represents the case where runoff from the SUPERLOCAL scenario 𝑄𝑆𝐶𝐸𝑁
is equal to runoff in BAU 𝑄𝐵𝐴𝑈 (i.e. nothing has changed in the runoff response of the catchment). Evidently,
the larger the distance 𝑄𝐵𝐴𝑈 − 𝑄𝑆𝐶𝐸𝑁 from this line, the bigger the runoff reduction in the observed event.
Since 31 years with multiple events in them are simulated, the results in every case is a cloud of data points
(𝑄𝐵𝐴𝑈 , 𝑄𝑆𝐶𝐸𝑁 ).
The results, seen in the four panels of Figure 15, offer higher-resolution insight on the rainfall reduction of
the system, in line with the findings of Section 3.2.3.1. In every case, the cloud of data points follows a bellshaped figure that asymptotically leads to 𝑥 = 𝑦 for very large runoff volumes (very rare events). Smaller
runoff volumes are considerably reduced – albeit with a spread of possible reduction values – and, for many
events, completely absorbed by the SUPERLOCAL system, as indicated by the set of lowest points in area (c.)
in the upper left panel of Figure 15, where (𝑄𝐵𝐴𝑈 , 𝑄𝑆𝐶𝐸𝑁 ) = (𝑄𝐵𝐴𝑈 , 0.08) 9, which set the envelope of
maximum reduction. A plateau of points indicating an upper limit in reduction can be also seen in area (a.)
of Figure 15; this is caused by points belonging to the line 𝑄𝑆𝐶𝐸𝑁 = 𝑐, where c is different for each treatment
capacity. This factor is actually equal to 𝑄𝑆𝐶𝐸𝑁 = 𝑘 − 𝐷, where k is the treatment capacity of the unit and
D the daily flux of abstracted total water demands, set constant in this study and equal to approx. 20.3
m3/day10. For instance, in the case of SCEN_A 25, these points fall along the line 𝑄𝑆𝐶𝐸𝑁 = 25 − 20.3 =
As defined by UWOT topologies, the runoff in the catchment will at least be equal to the output of the garden (outside) use of
certain household types, which is set constant over time and amounts to 0.08 m3/day = 80 L/day.
10
In a more detailed case where the demands are not constant every day, this plateau will respond to demand oscillation and
will thus not be a straight line.
9
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4.7 𝑚3 /𝑑𝑎𝑦. These points reflect events happening at a time where water can be treated but cannot be
stored in the system – i.e. there is no storage in the potable water buffer left. In that case, part of the treated
water covers the daily demands and the rest overflows from the RWH unit. Besides these flat plateaus, a
curved limit of maximum distance from the curve can be seen in area (b.) of the upper left panel of Figure
15; this corresponds to points of maximum efficiency for the RWH system, i.e. where all tanks are empty
and able to absorb runoff water. A mirrored limit that is closer to line 𝑥 = 𝑦 can be perceived as the line of
minimum efficiency for the RWH system, i.e. where the storage tanks are full and thus runoff water
absorption for each event is more limited.
In line with the findings of 3.2.3.1, increasing treatment capacity does not necessarily translate to overall
increased performance for the system. When treatment capacity in scenario A is 48 m 3/day instead of 25
m3/day, the maximum efficiency of the system (area (b.)) is increased but the spread of system responses
increases as well. Further increasing treatment capacity to 180 m3/day leads to a narrower event response
with a higher plateau that has, however, a lower maximum removal efficiency. This graphical basis for
comparison also reveals the competitive use between treated GW and treated RW introduced in a combined
system (SCEN_B, RWH+GWR) and its impact for runoff retention; when SCEN_A and SCEN_B are compared
(bottom right panel of Figure 15), one may see that SCEN_B has a lower runoff retention efficiency, indicated
by a higher spread closer to line 𝑥 = 𝑦 and a lower maximum efficiency (area (b)); this is reasonable, given
that part of the demands is now treated by treated GW, so the daily consumption rate of RW decreases.
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FIGURE 15: ACHIEVED EVENT-LEVEL RUNOFF REDUCTION IN SUPERLOCAL.

The introduction of water retention schemes in the SUPERLOCAL neighbourhood not only leads to runoff
reduction for the present climate, but is able to provide reduced runoff under scenarios of possible future
climates that may lead to stronger rainfall event intensities and larger runoff volume. To demonstrate this
with the UWOT framework, an alternative set of rainfall time-series is provided by WML, which is generated
from a climate change model and thus represents a possible future with more intensive precipitation events.
This dataset has an equal length to the baseline time-series and is used as forcing for another round of
UWOT simulations, in order to explore the impact different technological interventions (the default
scenarios of SUPERLOCAL, SCEN_A 48 and SCEN_B 48) have on the future runoff response of the
neighbourhood. The reference for comparison in every case is the conventional reality, i.e. the BAU scenario
with the present climate, so the runoff that would be generated by a normal neighbourhood which has the
same areal characteristics as SUPERLOCAL.
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FIGURE 16: EVENT-BASED RUNOFF FOR PRESENT AND FUTURE CLIMATES IN SUPERLOCAL.

The results of this analysis are seen in Figure 16, concentrated for the runoff value range of [10,1000] for
clarity. In this Figure, the event-based runoff of future scenarios (BAU, SCEN_A and SCEN_B with climate
change) is compared against event-based runoff from the present-climate BAU. The future runoff in the
BAU case shows an oscillation with values away from the 𝑥 = 𝑦 line (i.e. the line that bears the same runoff
values for both scenarios), driven by oscillations in future rainfall that are in turn caused by the climate
change model used; most values, however, show elevated runoff compared to the present case, indicating
more severe rainfall patterns. However, this picture of worsening future runoff changes if the
neighbourhood adapts to a RWH scheme; as indicated by the results in green colour, when SCEN_A and
SCEN_B are considered, the worsening climate change effects are mitigated and generated runoff is less
than what is observed at a conventional neighbourhood today, even given the changing climate (rainfall)
conditions. What is also notable in Figure 16 is that the split system of SCEN_A (RWH | GWR) offers a more
clear and efficient runoff reduction response, able to reduce all generated runoff up to 100 m3/day, while
the combined system of SCEN_B (RWH + GWR) shows wider spread towards the 𝑥 = 𝑦 line and leading to
(occasionally) increased runoff events for smaller runoff values as well (e.g. 50 m3/day). This highlights that
SCEN_A offers a higher climate-proofing and adaptation capacity than SCEN_B, driven by the higher rainfall
retention potential a separate RWH system has.

A final aspect that can be evaluated through UWOT simulations is whether the design attributes of
SUPERLOCAL, i.e. the design storage volume of a buffer, treatment capacity of a unit etc., is well-selected
and suitable to the hydrological reality of the area, i.e. the simulated runoff. This requires contrasting
simulated runoff, which is probabilistic and comes in the form of time-series, to the deterministic value of
the design volume. The KPI of interest, in that case, is the reliability of the system, estimated from a
simulation framework as the percentage of time when the system is in a satisfactory state, i.e. able to retain
water (Hashimoto, Stedinger and Loucks, 1982).
This concept is applied in two focal points of SUPERLOCAL that interest WML: (a.) evaluating system
reliability in terms of the potable buffer volume, (b.) evaluation of the reliability of infiltration unit (water
square and infiltration trench) that receives overflown runoff. In the first case, a high reliability will mean
that the potable water buffer is well chosen in face of the received inputs for both scenarios (SCEN_A and
SCEN_B). In the second case, the expected reliability should be very high, as the infiltration system is
designed not to allow any overflow of rain outside the area of SUPERLOCAL.

A vital component of a RWH and GWR scheme is the volume of (treated) water that can be retained and
provided as demand. This functionality in SUPERLOCAL is given by the potable water storage buffer of 50
m3 (component number (8) in Figure 4), against which demands are checked for SUPERLOCAL scenarios.
Besides water demands, the volume of this buffer is affected by the influx, namely: (a.) the amount of treated
rainwater passed by the RWH scheme, assuming there is enough treatment capacity, (b.) the amount of
treated GW, in case the system is combined, such as the case of SCEN_B.
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FIGURE 17: RELIABILITY OF THE TREATED WATER BUFFER FOR SCEN_A AND SCEN_B.

To evaluate this storage in a simulation environment, the design reliability of the treated water tank volume
is calculated, based on the modeled runoff that can be treated, assuming adequate treatment capacity.
Runoff time-series that represent treatable surface runoff (i.e. excluding pervious non-harvestable areas)
are extracted from the model and have their empirical probability of exceedance calculated. This leads to
an estimation of the reliability level for the buffer unit for SCEN_A (RWH | GWR). As seen in Figure 17,
reliability over time is estimated at 87.5%, meaning that the potable water buffer of 50 m3 is able to capture
treatable RW 87.5% of the time. This value is considered in the range of high values for RWH schemes
(Ndomba and Wambura, 2010) and can be improved further, albeit with diminishing returns, by increasing
the buffer volume. For instance, an increase11 to the potable water buffer to the value of 75 m3 would result
in an increased reliability level of 92.7%.
In the case of SCEN_B, there is an extra constant stream of treated GW propagated to cover DW needs and
thus added to the influx time-series, which leads to elevated harvestable volumes. As seen in Figure 17, this
leads to a reduction in reliability level for constant storage volumes and thus mitigates the impact of
rainwater retention in the harvesting scheme. Comparing SCEN_B with SCEN_A, one may see that reliability
is reduced to 82.5% in the case of a combined RWH and GWR system for the 50m3 buffer; this reduction
amounts to 5.7% and is considered in line with the behavior seen in Section 3.2.3.

The design of SUPERLOCAL aims at withholding as much water as possible on the local scale, instead of
propagating it to external recipients and central networks. Instead of propagating runoff to a (centralized)
stormwater network, SUPERLOCAL features a retention basin called Water Square that has an area of 1000
m2 and a depth of 0.45 m (see Table 4 and Section 2.1). This Water Square includes an infiltration trench
with the same area (Figure 4), having an infiltration capacity of 0.10-0.15 m/day.

According to the assumptions of this analysis, the increase of this volume should be in accordance with an increase in treatment
capacity as well, so that treatable rainwater – at least up to the point where reliability is met – does not have a low treatment
capacity ceiling.
11
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FIGURE 18: THE WAY THE INFILTRATION UNIT IS MODELED IN UWOT.

UWOT does not have an individual infiltration trench component to simulate this unit, but there are
workarounds (Table 7). In this study, the following workaround was followed: the infiltration pond, along
with the Water Square, is considered a dummy rainwater treatment unit with a storage of 1000𝑚2 ·
0.45𝑚 = 450𝑚3 and ‘treatment’ capacity equal to the conservative estimation of the infiltration capacity
0.10𝑚
of 1000𝑚2 ·
= 100 𝑚3 /𝑑𝑎𝑦. Given this modelling scheme, ‘treated’ water from this dummy unit is
𝑑𝑎𝑦

the water successfully infiltrated through the trench, while any overflow from the unit is overflowing runoff
from the combined Water Square-infiltration unit that cannot be infiltrated. This allows UWOT to simulate
the daily response of the infiltration unit in SUPERLOCAL and, thus, evaluate whether the specified design
volumes are reliable enough.
Figure 19 shows the results from the last year of simulation in SCEN_A, where one can see the response in
infiltration unit storage, as well as infiltrated and overflown water. Infilitration runoff is exceeded only
twice, with both events occurring in 05-06/2016. In the second case, unit storage is enough to absorb this
infilitration exceedance; in the first case, runoff is slightly larger due to the intensity of the event, leading
to a single overflow event that year.
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Runoff to infilitration trench (after RWH) [m3/day]
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0
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FIGURE 19: HYDROLOGICAL RESPONSE OF THE INFILITRATION UNIT IN SUPERLOCAL, SIMULATED WITH UWOT.

Based on the simulation steps, the reliability for the infiltration system can be calculated as the probability
(frequency) of non-exceedance for infiltrated runoff Xinf surpassing the zero value (Koutsoyiannis, 2005):
𝐼𝑛𝑓. 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 − 𝑃(𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑓 > 0) = 1 −

𝑛𝑋>0
𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

where 𝑛𝑋>0 is the number time steps with overflow larger than zero and 𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total number of time
steps of the simulation. The simulation results show that runoff overflow from the infiltration unit occurs
only for three (3) time steps out of the total 11324 simulated days, meaning that the reliability level for the
infiltration trench is 99.97%. Given that the simulation-based approach shown here accounts for rainfall
stochasticity and is thus probabilistic, a very small exceedance rate is expected. The exceedance rate of
0.03% is deemed satisfactory, given that a high level of reliability for most types of hydrosystems is in the
range of 95%-99% (Koutsoyiannis, 2005), also considering that the conservative infilitration capacity of 0,10
m/day has been taken into account to the calculations (the soil has a range of infiltration capacities ranged
from 0.10-0.15 m/day, leading to an infiltration capacity of 100-150 m3/day for the unit).

The six KPIs have been plotted on a radar chart (Figure 20). The KPIs are formed from the comparison of
the centralized, business-as-usual scenario against the decentralized scenario and are normalized to a
common orientation in [0,1], indicating 0 for poor performance (i.e. no improvement) and 1 for ideal
performance and perfect improvement compared to the centralized system. This normalization allows
them to be dimensionless and directly comparable.

26-12-2016
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FIGURE 20: RADAR GRAPH OF KPI'S SUPERLOCAL CAWM-SYSTEM

What becomes clear of Figure 20 is that an increase in one performance comes at a cost of the
performance of another indicator. In SCEN_B almost full self-sufficiency in DW is reached. However, this
impacts the resilience in regards to rainfall (annual and event runoff reductions). Hence, SCEN_A solves
almost all problems related to flooding and rainfall events. These kind of outcomes present a valuable tool
for decision making. Depend on the goals and problem areas in a certain case different configurations
(scenario’s) can be chosen.
In all KPI’s SCEN_A and SCEN_B score better than the BAU-scenario. Nonetheless, these KPI’s only form a
part of the performance of the measures. Costs, operations, social acceptance and energy (to name a few)
need to be considered in decision making as well. This can partially be done with UWOT modelling tools
but has not been integrated in the model in these first stages of developing the model for SUPERLOCAL.
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The followed simulation-based approach offers insights on the dynamic response of the complete
SUPERLOCAL system, based on historical time-series of daily rainfall paired with high-resolution data on
water use for the different household types considered. Different technological interventions can be
considered, as well as different appliance sets in certain households. While suitable and insightful for this
preliminary project phase, this approach does come without certain limitations that could be addressed in
future iterations of the model.
▪

Firstly, the considered demands at this stage are constant on a daily scale and do not include any
components that cause daily variability, such as seasonal variations, varying occupancy patterns,
changing habits over the years etc. A major improvement area that could be readily modelled with
UWOT would be to change the constant drivers of water use to a more dynamic input. As described
in Section 2.4, daily demands are calculated as a product of the appliance use d, frequency of use ft
and occupancy occt:
𝐿
𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑚,𝑡 = 𝑑 · 𝑓𝑡 · 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑡 [
·
·
]
𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
so a next iteration of models in UWOT could implement daily time-series of frequencies of use and
household occupancy, or alternatively daily time-series of (aggregate) demand input. This would lead
to a more detailed view on the performance of SUPERLOCAL, for instance in evaluating the reduction
in household demands at greater detail or for evaluating event-based runoff reduction seen in Figure
15.

▪

Another aspect that has not been explored in UWOT is water quality in urban streams, particularly
of the received runoff, treated greywater and wastewater pushed from the appliances. While the
capabilities of UWOT in modelling water quality are limited, UWOT includes a quality stream that
would benefit from any available data on the output water quality, particularly from the household
ends, as well as the RWH and GWR systems of SUPERLOCAL.

▪

The simulation-based approach that is followed directly addresses the inherent variability of rainfall
by simulating the day-to-day response of the complete system, based on a forcing of rainfall timeseries. However, the provided time series cover a relatively small set of 31 years (1986-2016) and
thus gives a limited timeframe of the hydroclimatic stochasticity. This ‘snapshot’ of hydroclimatic
reality is unlikely to be captured in the future and will likely be different, given the changing climate.
A more complete picture could be captured by UWOT in case larger time-series of rainfall were
available, or in case a different approach relying on synthetic time-series was followed. For instance,
multiple statistically equivalent time-series of rainfall could be introduced to UWOT using a relevant
stochastic model (Efstratiadis et al., 2014), in order to perform ensemble rainfall forcing and thus
view a larger number of ‘snapshots’ and potential system responses. This will lead to a markedly
computationally heavier but consistent, in terms of its statistical approach, methodology to simulate
urban water systems.

▪

Likewise, the rainfall time-series that considered climate change is limited and could be improved.
More elaboration on the approach generating these timeseries for, e.g., various Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCP) scenarios is needed, possibly leading to an ensemble of different
rainfall time-series, representing possible futures. This could be combined with the ensemble
simulation approach described in the previous discussion point to identify system performance
against a number of possible futures.
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Rather than being a one-off study, the UWOT scenarios developed for SUPERLOCAL offer a chance to create
a modelling framework that can be reused and updated as SUPERLOCAL project phases evolve and more
data is measured and can be provided. Ideally, the data requirements of UWOT could affect the decisionmaking of SUPERLOCAL in order to provide measurements and observations fit for the model, having of
course in mind the modelling limitations seen in Section 2.2. Some ideas for potential measurement
suggestions based on data that can be readily included in UWOT are given in the suggestion points below:
▪

Water use measurements and management: one of the most beneficial data types for UWOT is highresolution information on water uses, either on an appliance level (so it can used to alter the household
devices seen on the left side of Figure 6 to Figure 8) or on an aggregate level per household (so that
seasonal patterns could be studied in more detail). UWOT would readily benefit from occupancy
patterns (derived e.g. from questionnaires on consumers in SUPERLOCAL) or frequency of use patterns,
which are harder to obtain but could be formed by measuring daily use at an appliance level at, e.g., a
set of pilot households. Aggregate information, such as daily water use on a single household, could
be beneficial as well.

▪

Time-series of runoff, either gauged at the outlet (e.g. before the infiltration trench) or indirectly
measured, i.e. as runoff captured by the RWH scheme. This would allow an improved validation scheme
over the one presented in Section 3.1.2 and could be used to fine-tune the rainfall-runoff conceptual
model components used in UWOT.

▪

Likewise, dynamic hydrometerological data could be conditionally beneficial, but not directly for the
line of models developed here. For instance, there are currently no UWOT components of interest to
SUPERLOCAL that directly benefit from temperature time-series. Likewise, sub-daily rainfall timeseries,
although in principle interesting, will not see direct, extensive use. This is due to the fact that UWOT
capabilities on a sub-daily scale are limited and cannot capture the finer, hourly operational rules of
RWH/GWR schemes (e.g. variable treatment rates); as such, there will be limited gains from
restructuring the topologies for a sub-daily simulation. What is more important for UWOT is to receive
daily rainfall time-series with high integrity (i.e. without gaps and correctly checked against
observation errors), as well as well-modelled daily rainfall data for future climates (i.e. ensembles
occurring from well-used regional models).

▪

Water streams before and after the major treatment units of SUPERLOCAL, such as the RHW and GWR
scheme, would be very beneficial for UWOT. These would allow the definition – and validation – of
water to be treated, as well as outgoing water from these units. Likewise, technical details on the
RWH and GWR schemes chosen would be useful to update the model, in order to accurately represent
reality. An important detail is to calculate the mean daily treatment rate of this facilities for a 24-h
continuous operation that UWOT assumes, as this is not the operational rule (e.g. a GW treatment
scheme can have an increased capacity but run for a part of the day, e.g. 8/24 h, thus resulting in the
same m3 of treated water per day to a lower capacity that runs the full day). Likewise, data on overflows
for these units, although harder to get, would be useful for validating what is simulated in UWOT.

▪

Water quality information could be also readily included in UWOT, albeit with limitations. As explained
in Section 2.2, UWOT receives quality information ab extra (i.e. from measurements on the systems,
available datasets of individual appliances and treatment units etc.) and is not able to deduce them
dynamically during simulation. However, UWOT simulations would benefit from having this
information set as parameters on the system, especially when mixing different streams together in
order to see the modelled expected quality output. Particularly interesting quality data to add would
be, for instance:
Quality of wastewater streams generated from individual appliances (e.g. from sample
measurements) or at an aggregate household level. Individual appliance data (e.g. BOD in mg/l
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-

from toilet use) are of particular use to UWOT, as they could be used to update and populate
its technology library for a variety of conventional and water-aware appliances (Makropoulos
et al., 2008).
Quality of runoff that flows before and after the RWH unit, as a supplement to the water stream
quantity for treatable and treated runoff that was discussed before.
Quality of greywater that flows before and after the GWR components, like the helophyte filter
or the local GW post-treatment. This supplements water quantity data and would be invaluable
to validate the way GWR is modelled in UWOT and could be used to populate the technological
library of the model.

FIGURE 21: TECHNOLOGIAL ATTRIBUTES OF A UWOT APPLIANCE COMPONENT (LEFT) AND A RW TREATMENT
COMPONENT (RIGHT).

-

Technological attributes of the UWOT components that are used, such as the appliances and
treatment units. These quantities populate the Technological Library of UWOT (Figure 21) and
can be readily updated in any of the provided topologies. Besides essential information such
as daily appliance water usage and average daily treatment capacity, these components accept
an array of attributes such as water losses (% of water signal generated), energy use (in
kWh/use or kWh/L of treated water), capital and operational costs etc. Of particular interest
would be to evaluate the potential cost and energy use of different interventions in
SUPERLOCAL, in order to simulate and compare the cost and energy footprint of alternative
options.
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The UWOT modeling framework of the complete urban water system of SUPERLOCAL has been set up in
this study. This framework is used for a series of simulations, forced by historical daily rainfall data, to
explore the impact of different intervention options in various aspects of the urban water cycle and evaluate
different design options, either in household appliances or in the design of RWH and GWR units. Insight on
all aspects of the urban water cycle can be obtained by analyzing simulation results, since UWOT is able to
model all urban water stream types, including drinking water, wastewater and stormwater/runoff.
While this framework is not exhaustive in detail but merely, at this preliminary stage, indicative of the
expected yields and behavior of general parts of the system, it provides a bird’s eye perspective on the
performance of SUPERLOCAL as a whole. Since multiple aspects of the urban water cycle are evaluated, the
model user can assess the combined effects, potential and drawbacks different interventions bring to the
project, as well as quantify their beneficial effects to the urban water cycle (reduced water use, lower black
wastewater, higher water reuse and retained runoff). A number of indicative Key Performance Indicators
(KPI) are included in the analysis and aim at highlighting different quantitative aspects of SUPERLOCAL,
such as reduction in household water use, dependence on external centralized networks, annual and eventbased runoff reduction and system and component reliability.
The results show that SUPERLOCAL has the promising capability of being a smart, autonomous water
neighborhood solution, achieving:
▪
▪

▪

a reduction of 32.1%-58.2% to household water demand, depending on the appliance technologies
used at each household type.
a reduction from the dependence of central DW that lies above 76.5%. Depending on the final design,
SUPERLOCAL is found to ask at most ¼ of the water a conventional similar area would require. In
case the combined RWH+GWR system of Scenario B is used, a reduction of 97.5% is found, thus
resulting in a system with near theoretically complete water demand autonomy, even though this
is likely practically infeasible12. This comes at a cost of less runoff retention for that solution, as
explained below.
a significant annual runoff reduction that is approx. 60% for the split RWH|GWR system (SCEN_A)
and 32% for the combined RWH+GWR scheme (SCEN_B), when compared to the case without any
RWH scheme (BAU).

The results describe an apparent tradeoff between system autonomy on water reuse and RW
retention/runoff reduction that is evident when the two solutions (SCEN_A and SCEN_B) are compared. Split
systems with distinct RW/GW streams, such as the one seen in SCEN_A, are more efficient in keeping runoff
locally but are less efficient at providing a constant stream of reused water; they have been also found more
sensitive, in terms of their water reuse efficiency, to rainfall variability and dry spells. Combined systems,
such as the one seen in SCEN_B, are more consistent in their water reuse and autonomy from central
networks, but offer less available storage for high-intensity events. To achieve equal performance in runoff
reduction, a larger potable water buffer needs to be designed for these systems, which translates to larger
construction and maintenance project costs.

UWOT simulations haven’t taken into account occasional maintenance of treatment units, infrastructure aging, water losses,
operational downtime, unsuitable treatment quality outputs etc. that are likely to result in treated water not being accepted for
reuse and a lower reduction percentage. Still, the reduction in DW from the central network is expected to be considerable; the
numbers shown here can be considered an ideal reduction potential for a fully operational, perfectly maintained system.
12
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TABLE 11: CORRELATION BETWEEN DELIVERABLE REQUESTS AND PROVIDED STUDY OUTPUT.

Deliv.

Deliverable Description

Modeling Goal

Provisions

1.5.1

A version of the closed
watercycle model of SUPERLOCAL
in UWOT
A standard version (BAU) of a
similar neighbourhood without
the climate adaptive water
technologies
Simulations of the closed water
cycle SUPERLOCAL in UWOT
using provided input data by
WML
An overview of the types of data
and parameters that need to be
included in the model in the
future.
A functional model
demonstrating ease of
replication/upscaling.

Basic Goal 1: Create a closed
watercycle UWOT model of
SUPERLOCAL
Basic Goal 1: Create a closed
watercycle UWOT model of
SUPERLOCAL

UWOT topologies for two different
SUPERLOCAL interventions are provided
as UWOT files (see Section 2.3).
A conventional reference case is provided
as an UWOT file (see Section 2.3).

Basic Optional Goal 2: Closed
watercycle UWOT model of
SUPERLOCAL simulation using
existing data
Future Goal 3: Insight in the data
that can be generated from the
pilot in the period 2020-2023.

All topologies have been run for 31 years
of daily data (1986-2007) and simulation
results have been analyzed in Chapter 3.

Future Optional Goal 4: Model
replication and upscaling

A report of the model,
simulations and types of data
inputs.

Integral deliverable – covers Basic
Goals 1 and 2

UWOT topologies are built with
multiplier components in each household
type, allowing upscaling to any number
of units (see Section 2.3).
Time-series and characteristics from
other areas can be easily loaded, thus
allowing for ease of replication.
(see Section 2.4).
This report, along with supplementary
data (MS Excel files and UWOT files), is
provided to WML.

1.5.2

1.5.3

1.5.4

1.5.5

1.5.6

Additional parameters to be considered
are analysed in Section 4.2.

Beyond this preliminary short study, this framework is built with upscaling and replication in mind and can
be readily reused in case the technological attributes of SUPERLOCAL change. Likewise, it can be readily
upscaled to an arbitrary neighborhood that features similar technologies. To assist the reader in matching
the study outcomes with what is requested from WML, the correlation between the requested deliverables
(originally seen in Table 2) and the provided study output is described in Table 11. All goals are covered,
including optional and future goals, as best as possible given present data availability and time
considerations. Moreover, the framework is not only created and successfully run for all requested
topological options (BAU, SCEN_A, SCEN_B), but is run for an extended simulation of 31 years, thus
surpassing the initial goal 1.4.2 of an annual simulation – or a simulation of several specific rainfall events
only.
It is envisioned that this framework will serve as a basis to gain the strategic insight, flexibility and
modularity WML needs to co-design aspects of and make decisions on this project. Moreover, it is expected
that this study serves as a good indication of the added value an urban water cycle simulation model, such
as UWOT, brings to a water-aware neighborhood development project, such as SUPERLOCAL.
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Technology

Drinking Water Usage
Water
Frequency
usage d
of use ft
(L/use/day) (uses/day)

Conventional shower
Water saving shower
Recirculation shower
Sink

8.7
6.9
2.5
2

Toilet
Vacuum toilet (silent and
standard)

6

Bathroom
8.1
8.1
8.1
2.5
Toilet
6

1

6

Food grinder
Cooking
Dishwashing by hand
Dishwasher
Washing machine (in house)
Washing machine (common
launderette)
Car wash
Outdoor tap

49

50

0.25

GW

BW

Soil
(pervious
areas)

70.5
55.9
20.3
5.0

100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

36.0

100%

0%

0%

6.0

0%

100%

0%

1.0
1.4
3.6
5.2

0%
100%
100%
100%

100%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

15.3

100%

0%

0%

12.5

100%

0%

0%

Per capita
demand
request
(L/person/day)

Kitchen
3
0.33
1
1.4
9.1
0.4
17.4
0.3
Household equipment
52.9
0.29

Discharge

1 m3/day for the whole neighborhood
Garden
50
0.1
5

Sewer Sewer
0%

0%

Sewer
100%
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Technical Terms
DW
BAU
GW
GWR
KPI
RCP
RW
RWH
WW

Drinking Water
Business as Usual
Greywater
Greywater Recycling
Key Performance Indicator
Representative Concentration Pathway
Rainwater
Rainwater Harvesting
Wastewater

Organizations/Stakeholders
HEEMwonen
KWR
WBL
WML

Housing corporation of Kerkrade
KWR Watercycle Research Institute
Waterschapsbedrijf Limburg (Waste Water Company)
Waterleiding Maatschappij Limburg (Limburg Water Company)
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